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In the Matter of the Arbitration

Between )

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
Grand Rapids, Michigan )

)
And )

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF LETTER CARRIERS,)
Branch S6 )

Case No . : C1N-4B-C '7877
ALBERT A . EPSTEIN

ARBITRATOR

CLASS ACTION GRIEVANCE RE :
DELIVERY OF STORE CATALOGS IN EXCESS OF TWO POUNDS

BY DI DTORIZED PAIRED FOOT CARRIERS

THE PROCEEDINGS

The above parties, unable to resolve a grievance filed by the

Union in January of 1984, relating to the assignment of demotorized

foot carriers for delivery of department-store catalogs, weighing in

excess of two pounds, submitted the matter to the undersigned for

arbitration under the terms of their Labor Agreement .

A hearing on .-the matter was held at the Grand Rapids Post Office

on July 25, 1985 .

Both parties were represented and fully heard, testimony and

evidence were received and the parties subsequently filed post-hearing

briefs .

RECEIVED
JAN 3 8 1986

Jack R. Sebolt
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For the Union :

Mr . Fred W . Flennan. Regional Administrative Assistant

Mr. Wes Van Rhee President

For the Postal Service :

Mr . Scott T . Rennie Labor Relations Representative

Mr . Robert E . Lancaster Manager, Postal Employees De-
velopment Center

THE ISSUE

Was the United States Postal Service in

violation of the Labor Agreement between

the parties and in violation of the Re-

mand Agreement, under the terms of the

Aaron Award, when it ordered demotorized

foot carriers, on paired routes, to car-

ry department-store catalogs weighing in

excess of two pounds, in January of 1984 .

PERTINENT LABOR AGREEMENT PROVISIONS

ARTICLE 3
MANAGEMENT RIGHTS

A. To direct employees of the Employer in the
performance of official duties ;

B . To hire, promote, transfer, assign and re-
tain employees in positions within the
Postal Service and to suspend, demote, dis-
charge, or take other disciplina ry action
against such employees ;

C . To maintain the cfficiencv of the operations
entrusted to it :

D. To determine the methods, means, and person-
nel by which such operations are to be conducted .
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ARTICLE 19
f Ll\DBOtJKS V\7) MANUALS

Those parts of all handbooks, manuals and
published regulations of the Postal Service,
that directly relate to wages, hours or
working conditions, as they apply to employ-
ees covered by this Agreement, shall contain
nothing that conflicts with this Agreement,
and shall be continued in effect except that
the Employer shall have the right to make
changes that are not inconsistent with this
Agreement and that are fair, reasonable, and
equitable . This includes, but is not limited
to, the Postal Service Manual and the F-21
Timekeeper's. Instructions .

PERTINENT MANACH' NI' OF DELIVERY SERVICES MANUAL

125 CARRIER WORK METHODS - STREET
125 .1 Loading Carrier Vehicles

The carrier should take all mail for delivery
to the vehicle at the same time using a hamper
or other assigned conveyance . Avoid extra
trips to the vehicle unless they are absolutely
necessary due to the quantity of mail .

125 .4 Carrier Satchel

.42 Carriers must load their satchel with all the
letter, flat, and SPR mail for a loop or relay
to minimize the trips to the replenishment point,
except when this would require them to carry more
than 35 pounds of mail .

125 .5 Park in Designated Location
On a park and loop route , the carrier must park
the vehicle in the locations the unit manager has
designated . After parking, the carrier must per-
form delivery as on a foot route, except for de-
livery of parcels .

125 .7 Parcel Delivery
b . Delivery of Parcel After Completing Loop . The

carrier may park in the usual location and deliver
the letter and flat mail first . However, when de-
livering the letters determine if the parcel is de-
liverable . If it is not, the carrier should leave
a notice at this time and return the parcel to the
delivery unit . If the parcel is deliverable, the
carrier can deliver the parcel as he/she drives
past the delivery point, enroute to the next park
and loop location .
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125 PROVIDING RIlL\Y SERVICE

125 .1 Gener:i'1

.11 ltIien mail for a delivery trip weighs more than 3S
pounds, make relays to one or more suitable
collection or relay boxes appropriately located on
the route . Mien a carrier uses a cart , the 35-
pound limitation does not apply for the carry-out
and/or any relays . Relays may also be made to safe
points within office buildings or stores when agree-
able to the owners or their representatives . Mail
not deposited inside of relay or collection boxes
must be placed in sacks locked with padlocks .

.12 . Determine service needs on a day-to -day basis at
each unit and take the following actions :

f . Use existing service as far as possible in making
relays, including interstation service, Motor Vehi-
cle Service (DVS), motorized and parcel post car-
riers , collectors , and rural carriers if the mile-
age of the rural carrier is not increased . Make
relays by part-time flexibles when other services
are inadequate .

160 PARCEL POST
161 PARCEL POST DELIVERY REQUIREMENTS

The day- to-day supervisory requirements for parcel
post routes are basically the same as for city let-
ter carrier routes . The office work routine, both
before leaving for the route and after returning
from the route, is somewhat different, as follows :

b . Withhold , generally , all small parcels ( not exceed-
ing 2 pounds ) to be delivered by foot carriers .
Don't delay getting these parcels to the foot carriers .

PERTINENT GLOSSARY (FINAL CASE)

Foot Route - A city delivery route served by a carrier
on foot . A bicycle or automotive vehicle used solely
as transportation to and from the route does not af-
fect its status as a foot route .
Parcel - A first or fourth-class package over 2 pounds
in weight and/or larger than a shoe box .
Park and Loop Route - A route which utilizes a motor
vehicle for transporting all classes of mail to the
route, using the vehicle as a moveable relay container
as the carrier loops segments of the route on foot .
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Ff P'f NI FOli,U . IT1 11`l\S '1IVvT 1, f i, A,ISIONS

614 PARCEL POST
014 .2 Delivery Employees . Normally, require foot carriers

to deliver articles including catalogs , not exceed-
ing .2-pounds in weight . Based on available workloads,
supervisors may require foot or parcel post carriers
to deliver articles weighing more or less than 2
pounds . Require motorized carriers to deliver all
parcels received for their routes .

613 Letter Delivery Routes
613 .1 Load Limits for Foot Carriers . Carriers are not re-

quired to carry more than 35 pounds of mail in a
satchel at one time . This applies to both carry-out
mail and to pickup of mail at any relay point .

613 .2 Travel and Transportation of Carriers
.21 When to Provide

:211 Provide transportation for foot carriers only when
the distance from the delivery unit to the begin-
ning or end of the route is one -half mile or more .

DISCUSSION AND OPINION

This grievance arises from a complaint by the Union that the Postal

Senice in Grand Rapids , Michigan violated the Remand Agreement entered

into between the Post Office and Union representatives in 1983, which

Agreement provides as follows :

REMAND AGREEMENT

The parties recognize that under the award of Arbitrator Aaron
in case numbers H8X-4E-C 19254 and H8N - 4E-C 21358 , the Postal
Senice does have the authority to require foot carriers to de-
liver articles weighing in excess of two pounds , provided that
the carrier ' s total load to be carried does not exceed 35 pounds .

2 . The award sets forth additional conditions which must be satis-
fied before the Postal Service can exercise its authority to
assign articles weighing in excess of two pounds to foot carriers .
The authority can be exercised "only on an infrequent and non-
routine basis, when there is no other equally prompt , reliable,
and . efficient way to deliver the mail ."
nF_ `:AI rieve the ass i ~nment of an article weighing in ex-

Cc,scf two pounds to a foot carrier on the ground that such as-
siNr ent violates the conditions of the Aaron award . Pursuant to
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Article 15 of the Nut Tonal Ac,reecient, when such i ,iievance is
filed, at the reeLluest of the AAI .C, management will make a full
and detailed statement of the facts which management believes
show that the conditions of the award have been satisfied .

4 . If the Union challenges management's factual explanation, such
dispute should be resolved through arbitration at the regional
level .

The Union maintains that the action of the Postal Service in this

matter is covered by the National Award entered by Arbitrator Aaron,

who it contends made a ruling and set forth conditions when the Postal

Service can exercise its authority to assign articles weighing in ex-

cess of two pounds to foot carriers (in this case, catalogs which meet

that criteria) . It points out that the parties have agreed that the

conditions must be met by entering into the Remand Agreement and that

the Postal Service's authority, under the terms of Article 3,'can be

exercised only "on an infrequent and non-routine basis, when there is

no other equally prompt, reliable, and efficient way to deliver the mail" .

It is the position of the Union that the Postal Service has violated the

conditions set forth above, by issuing a blanket instruction that all

catalogs must be delivered by the foot carriers, which according to the

Union, is a routine process of delivering catalogs, no matter what the

frequency of the distribution is .

In response to the emphasis of the Postal Service that the burden of

proof is on the Union in a contractural agreement, it even points out

that paragraph 3 of the Remand Agreement requires that management must

make a full and detailed statement of the facts which management believes

show that the conditions of the award have been satisfied . Thus, the

burden shifts, according to the Union .
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The Union points out that the statement set forth by management

in March of 1.954, in reply to the grievance, suggests that manage-

ment met the conditions of the Aaron Award, setting forth that the

catalogs were not mailed frequently, that the delivery of the catalogs

by the foot carriers was not a routine or frequent part of the foot

carriers' duty assignment and claims that the most efficient method of

delivery for these catalogs is delivery as the carrier travels his

normal delivery pattern . In that reply, the Postal Service also indi-

cated that assigning these deliveries to adjacent motorized carriers

would mean almost 100% duplicate travel on the foot route, at the addi-

tional expense of fuel and time for the motorized carrier and would de-

lay the delivery of preferential mail on the motorized route' The r

Union claims that management itself, did not meet the conditions which

it indicates as governing the situation . The Union points out that

there was no evidence presented that there would be any additional ex-

pense to the Postal Service if catalogs were delivered by the motorized

carrier, or that there would be any substantial delay of delivery of

mail . It notes that the supervisor at the hearing admitted that a study

has not been made regarding the efficiency of catalog delivery and that

at times, the foot carrier is being required to deliver catalogs to pa-

trons where there is no mail for the address, which creates unnecessary

additional time for him . The Union also notes that the issue is further

complicated by the fact that the duplication of delivery could be crea-

ted by the motorized carrier delivering articles in excess of 35 pounds

to addresses where the foot carrier makes delivery . Management's logic

in this respect is not based upon documented fact according to the Union .

The Union also notes that i t rcas n c? ni at the hearing that th_



most knowledgeable people to make determinations of mail voltiun daily

conditions of delivery and actual points of delivery, would be the

paired carriers . It submits that essentially, the paired 'route is a

city delivery procedure in which two or .more carriers utilize one ve-

hicle for transportation to and from their routes, spotting relays,

delivering parcel post, making collections and other delivery functions

in the most efficient manner facing the varying degrees of local condi-

tions. The Union points out that management recognizes that solicita-

tion of carrier input is a must to make the procedure work .

The Union notes that management is provided with instructions and

other alternatives to establish efficient delivery of relays and parcel

post without requiring foot carriers to perform the function and that

all of these alternatives come under-the "equally prompt, reliable and

efficient way to deliver the mail" . The Union submits that its wit-

nesses testified without rebuttal, that while working

Tiers and foot carriers, it was their experience that

parcels could be delivered in a lesser amount of time

as motorized car-

a given number of

by the motorized

carrier, even though daily conditions vary . It indicates that testimony

set forth that under normal conditions, the motorized carrier could de-

liver the given number of catalogs in 15 minutes , while the foot carrier

took 30 minutes and there was further testimony that the foot carrier was

faced with problems when unable to deliver the catalog and had to carry

the catalog with him to the relay point to secure' it . This caused un-

necessary retrieval and dead-heading at the end of the route to return .

undeliverable catalogs to the post office .



The Union refers to Hoot ion al-I .2 of the Postal ()perntions ` nnual,

which provides that supea~'isors nay require loot carriers or parcel-

post carriers to deliver articles weighing more or less than two pounds,

based upon available work, but it notes that this Section must also meet

the conditions of the Aaron Award .

The Union also maintains that the route maps- of the paired routes

establish that the motorized carrier travels through the demotorized

route and spots five relays and delivers parcel post that the foot carrier

is unable to carry . It also points out that the motorized carrier travels

through the demotorized route, spots four relays and delivers parcel post

that the foot carrier was unable to carry and that the motorized carrier

travels through-the demotorized route, spotting at least six relays and

delivers parcel post that the foot carrier is unable to carry . In regard

to these examples, it was testified to, according to the Union, that the

motorized carrier, an occasion, based on the available work load, travels

through all of, the streets of the demotorized route .

The Union claims that although the Postal Service instruction violates

the Remand Agreement, the Arbitrator cannot deny or sustain the grievance

and on that basis, resolve the dispute . Therefore, the Union offers a

common-sense approach as a resolution, taking into consideration carrier

input as suggested by the parties at the hearing and this resolution is

proposed as the following : "Concerning the paired routes at the Grand

Rapids, Michigan Post Office, the motorizes carrier, while providing trans-

portation for the foot carrier and while delivering relays and parcel

post, the driver will deliver articles in excess of two (2) pounds where

there is no substantial increase in travel during the course of his duties ."



The Onion closes th a request that the .arhitrator adopt the rah vc?

Proposal .

The Postal Service submits that the burden of proof in grievance

cases lies squarely upon the shoulders of the Union and it maintains that

in this case, the Union has not carried this burden of proof which would

sustain its position that foot carriers should not carry catalogs in ex-

cess of two pounds in weight . It notes that documentation has been pre-

sented by management in this case , which shows that foot carriers are, in

fact, required at times to carry catalogs in excess of two pounds in

weight . It submits that this was presented in the form of documentation

in the i•t-39 Handbook , Management and Delivery Services , wherein it states

in pertinent part "when mail for delivery trip weighs more than 3S pounds, :

make relays to one or more suitable collection or relay boxes appropriate-

ly located around the route ." It also refers to another of the M-39 hand-

book, which provides "withhold, generally , all small parcels (not exceed-

ing two pounds) to be delivered by foot carriers . Don't delay getting

these parcel ; to the foot carriers ." It also points out that the Postal

Operations Manual provides in another chapter "Normally, require foott

carriers to deliver articles including catalogs not exceeding two pounds

in weight . Based on available workloads , supervisors may require foot

or parcel carriers to deliver articles weighing more or less than two

pounds" . And, what management considers as the final and absolute line as

far as weight limitations are concerned , is set forth in . another chapter

of the Postal Operations Manual , which provides that "Carriers are not

required to carry more than 3S pounds of mail in a satchel at one time .""



In response to the Union's .tt_,uacnt that tie delit'crv of catalogs

is, in fact, frequent and routine, :~. .tnagement claims that testimony

from its witnesses confirms that city letter carriers deliver approxi-

mately 1500 pieces of mail per day and that there are approximately 302

delivery dates within the delivery year . By its computation, it points

out that the average letter carrier carries approximately 4S3,000 pieces

of mail per year and that the average city route gets approximately 300

catalogs per year . Thus, the average foot carrier's percentage of cata-

logs carried per year, is less than .001% . Therefore, this could hardly

be construed to be routine of frequent delivery as is defined in

Arbitrator Aarons Award .

Management witnesses also stated that it is significantly more ef-

ficient and less costly to`the Postal Service when it has the foot car-

rier deliver these catalogs, one or two per relay, than it is to have a

motorized carrier duplicate the foot carrier's entire line of travel to

a specific delivery point . Management claims that if the Union were to

have this grievance sustained, it -would mean that carriers would be dup-

licating a line of delivery to a specific delivery point, 1001% of the

time that it takes to deliver that customer's mail and that it also, means

that if the motorized carrier were spending S to 10 minutes per day de-

livering these catalogs to various points on the foot carrier's route,,

it would delay first class mail to the motorized carrier's customers . .

In rsponse to the Union's arotunent that if the catalogs on the foot

carrier's route are nondeliverable, the foot carrier would, in fact, have

to carry these catalogs with him throughout the whole route, the Postal.

Service notes that it has been established through testimony that if the`

catalogs are nondeliverable to a ~ 'eclfic the foot arr~er m,ay

put the catalog into the next rei u• bnx along his route and that at the



cad of the ,t ; \', when empty equ lpPint is picked up' I P ." the lvlL l boxes,,

the cat a og, would also be picked up at that time, brought back to the

post office-and posted for notice .

The Postal Service submits that it has never been alleged by the

Union, either in this arbitration case or through documentation presented

throughout the grievance procedure, that the absolute rule of the 35-

pound weight limit has ever been breached by management and the Postal

Service notes that the weights of actual relays leaving the Grand Rapids

Post Office for delivery, even with one or two catalogs added, would be

within the 35-pound weight limit .

The Postal Service comments that in order for the Arbitrator to sus-

tain this grievance, by finding that foot carriers not be required under

any circumstances, to carry parcels or catalogs in excess of two pounds,

he would have to rewrite the Postal Operations Manual and the M-39 Methods

Handbook . Postal Service refers to Arbitrator Aaron`s Award where it

states "Historically, the two pound limit for foot carrier has been quali-

fied by the words normally or usually . In the absence of a specific

agreement between the parties on how this limit is to be applied, the

Postal Service must be free to determine when exceptions to the normal or

usual practice are justified . Its discretion is fettered however, by the

35-pound weight limit, which it concedes is binding upon it . Arbitrator

Aaron is also quoted as saying "Apart from the .5-found limitation, more-

over, it is obvious that the exception to a rule that is normally or

usually to be applied, cannot be the norm . A routine and frequent assign-

--:ent of parcels weighing over two pounds, to foot carriers would be inappro-

priate . Arbitrator Aaron also is quoted as saying "If a more specific

;loss on the i resent language of ccti n 161B of tlu- `t-3P Hnndhook and



ol1 or the Postal lp~erations Manual is desired , however , it will have

to be devised by the parties and by an arbitrator." It notes that

Arbitrator Aaron , in response to the question placed before him about

the limitations , stated that the Postal Service has the authority to

exceed the two-pound limit, provided that it is only on an infrequent

and nonroutine basis, . where there is no equally or prompt , reliable and

efficient way to accomplish the delivery of mail ."

It is the position of management that less than .001 of the mail

delivered by a city letter carrier, are catalogs and . this verifies the

fact that this is indeed infrequent and nonroutine and management feels

that it is proven through documentation and testimony that it is more

prompt, reliable and efficient for the foot carrier to deliver these

catalogs in his regular line of travel in the delivery function, than it

is for a motorized carrier to duplicate that line of travel to performm

the same delivery function .

Based upon the above contentions, the Union requests that the

Grievance he denied .

A review of the testimony, evidence and arguments of the parties

leads to the conclusion as indicated above, that the gist of the issue

between the parties, is whether or not the conditions set forth in the

Aaron Award and in the Remand Agreement, under which the Postal Service

can exercise its authority to assign articles weighing in excess of two

pounds to foot carriers, have been satisfied . The parties presented

data and testimony relating to the frequency of delivery of the parti

culair types of catalogs involved in this proceeding, the facts relatin,,

to whether or not this delivery was on a nonroutine basis and consider-

able input coucemin1 the availabi~it,, of other c :,ually prompt, reTiahe
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and efficient 1~ays 'Lo delirer ti .c ~1 3iI .

I f ind th at the -is 117! o nt lrelV upon the Postal SO rt lce,

as the Union contends , to establish that these conditions exist because

the Union also has the burden of protin, its case . However, I have

considered the particular conditions involved from the standpoint of

placing a portion of the burden upon the Postal Service to establish

the necessary conditions which the Postal Service contends exist and

which the Union , of course , denies .

The statistics based upon the number of deliveries made by a foot

carrier throughout the year and the number of the particular type of

catalog involved herein , delivered throughout the year, lead to the con-

•clusion that the percentage of the total delivery which is evidenced in

the number of catalogs , is so minute that it cannot be held that the de-

livery of these items are a routine and frequent occurrence . I find

that they are, in fact, delivered on an infrequent and nonroutine basis .

the next question at issue between the parties is whether th ere is any

other equally prompt and efficient w .tv to deliver the mail . In this re-

gard, I find that there is no real problem of delivery if the particular

catalogs were carried by the foot carrier . There is no particularly im-

portant duplication of travel and there is no inordinately considerable

use of the carrier's time which vould have any noticeable effect on the

delivery of first-class :_" il by the loot carrier . I find that the Union

has not sustained its contention that there is such duplication of travel

between the motori _ ed and the foot carrier , that the efficiency of the

sort tee is affected .

the Union raised a point that nbndeliverable catalogs would have to

ted t ;, i ,Q ut the ro=e hi -h coot '

zhc Petal Service, but it : 'yea rs that nondcl iverabl1 rata '. may llrid.lil :



hr placed in trcgiuicnt1v spaced veldt' hhoxes on the routes so that there

h , uthd he no real burden in such a situation . With reference to the

Union's ela,im, that there is a Further complication because the dupli-

cation n of delivery might result in the motorized carrier delivering

articles in excess of 35 pounds to addresses where the foot carrier

makes delivery, the 5S-pound limit which is standard practice, is not

involved in this case and would prevail in the case of any carrier de-

livery . The Union also stressed the fact that its witnesses found in

their experience, that a given number of parcels could be delivered in,

a lesser amount of time by the motorized carrier, rather than the foot

carrier, even though daily conditions vary and itss witnesses claim that

a motorized carrier could deliver a given number of catalogs infifteen

minutes, which would require the foot carrier thirty minutes to car

I find no substantiation of such a variance in the time far delivery

and, in any event, considering the total of the conditions, this element

would have no _ :rat effect `n the determinationn in this case .

It is my finding that the parties entered into a Remand agreement

based upon the Aaron award and that the conditions set forth in the

Aaron award that I have described above, have been met in the instant

case, in-so-far as the delivery of the particular catalogs complained

about , is concerned . I am therefore compelled to, deny the grievance and

an award will issue accordi ngly .
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The United Status Postal Service was not in viela

tion of the labor _l e:ient between the partic : o r

in violation of the Rc:uand \~~reenent ente re; into

between them , under the terms of the Aaron hard,

when i t ordered .l;.rmmtori=ed foot carriers on i air&

routes to carry depart : : iernt store catalogs , wei ;ghin .;

in excess oC two rounds , in January of 1984 .

Alert A. .. Epst9in
Arbitrator'

\CORT1E3R K, ILLINOIS
Januar =i, S„ar;
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